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Non-coding RNAs engage in numerous cellular processes at various stages of gene expression. As
a spectroscopic ruler [1] single-molecule FRET is a versatile tool to investigate the folding of RNA
[2]. Yet, interconversion of transfer efficiencies and absolute distances between a donor and an
acceptor fluorophore requires thorough control over both the dyes' photophysics as well as their
orientation within the macromolecule [3]. We make use of the photoisomerization propensity of
carbocyanines [4] to sense perturbations in their local environment. Changes to the torsional
flexibility of the polymethine scaffold are probed by time-resolved fluorescence anisotropy and
RNA-induced fluorescence enhancement (RIFE) [5]. The constrained dye mobility due to
entrapment on the RNA surface is evaluated by means of all-atom molecular dynamics simulations
using the exon and intron binding site (EBS1/IBS1) of a group II intron [6] as a model of an RNA
tertiary contact [5]. These atomistic simulations give access to the dye-linker dynamics which are
key to defining the volume accessible to the fluorophore in the context of the RNA.

Building on a refined description of the dyes, a set of de novo modeled RNA structures is then
filtered against experimentally derived distance distributions of one or multiple FRET pairs.
Imposing such restraints on different parts of the RNA confines the search space while at the same
time pinpointing regions of increased flexibility. We validate this integrative modeling approach by
reconstituting the solution structure of the EBS1 hairpin motif in silico. After all, the combination of
smFRET and molecular modeling will open up new avenues to explore the world of long non-coding
RNAs whose three-dimensional fold is yet to be discovered.
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